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ABSTRACT
This study was designed to gather and analyze the
existing research on the use of hr:mor in instructional
materials in order to generalize those findings to
corporate instructional video programs. Due to the lack
of empirical research done in corporate settings, the
research involving humor and children, and humor and
college Btudents, rras analyzed. Within each research
area (humor and children, humor and adults), the
literature was gathered and grouped into three
categories: Practitioners' Articles, Review and
Theoretical Articles, and Reports of Enpirical Studies.
Practitioners' Articles are the observations of teaching
and training professionals on the use of humor in
learning situations. Review and Theoretical Articles are
more respected forms of research. Review articLes are
critical evaluations of past research endeavors, while
theoretical- articles are evaluations in which the author
or authors posit a theory based on the existing research
literature. Finally, the Reports of Empirical Studies
include any studies in which statistical data is gathered
and analyzed. 0nce the research was reviewed a
methodology was established by placing the three
categories of research into figures. Ihe figures were
established to organize the research, regardless of the
subjectrs ages, in order to show the trends in humor
research wlthin each category. The figures also served
as an eaay and accurate reference in answering the
followlng flve research questions: (a) IIow has the use of
humor in instructional materials developed? (b) How has
humor contrtbuted to the enhancement of learning? (c)
What are the factors which determine the appropriate use
of humor? (d) If the learning condltions indicate that
huoor is appropriate, what are the acceptable humorous
contexts? (e) Given acceptabl-e huuorous contexts, by
what criterla can practltloners match an appropriate
context to a given learning need? The flndings suggest
that humor can be used in corporate instructional video
prograns as a form of humorous repetition when teaehing
conceptual information. This finding is supported by
Kaplan and Pascoe (L977), Freshley and Gruner (1979), and
Desberg, Henschel, Marshall , and McGhee (1981), three
empirical studies involving college students as subjects.
In addition to the linited conclusions and literature
review, the study provLdes direction for future research.
The folLowing recormlendations were established: (a)
Empirical researchers must now be directed toward
corporate settings in order to broaden the possibilities
of using humor in corporate video training programs. (b)
One potential avenue to overcomlng resistance to
empirlcal research (in corporate settlngs) nay be the
revelation of the existing research, as in this study.
(c) Through the Review of Literature which this thesis
establishes, and in view of untested suggestions for the
utilization of humor, research is needed into the effects
of hr:mor on certain variables. The recomtended framework
for this research would be to examine how humor effects
the variables such as those in the traditional
comunication model . For example, how does humor effect
the way mesaages effect the receiver? IIhat impact does
humor have on the utilization of certain channels? What
are the different forms or contexts of humor that can be
adopted to instructional messages? Vlhat inpact does
humor have on the source or sender of humorous messages?
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CHAPTER ].
IMRODUCTION
Humor is a concept that hae baffled man for
centuries. At the center of the mystery are nagglng
questions: lrlhat makes sornething funny? tJhat relation
exists between laughter and sniLing? What is hr:mor ?
Theories abound, but little empirical evidence exLsts to
support the theories.
Training practltioners in business and industry have
begun to use humor in their video programs, and are
reporting mixed results (Anderson, 1982; Anonynous, 1984;
Anonymous, 1985; Clews, 1986; Hon, 1985, l(atrazzo, 1985).
Some reported that humor helped in achieving the
program's goal-s (Anderson, Anonymous, and Anonymous),
while others reported that the effects of using humor
r ere generally unpredictabl-e (Clews, Hon, llatrazzo).
Statement of Problem
The issue, then, is what mrst practitioners know
about humor in order to better adapt it to their
corporate video programs? This thesis will- examine the
existing avaiLable theoretical , practical , and empirical
evidence on the use of humor ln instructional materials
in order to develop conclusions which will provide
guidelines for the use of humor in corporate
instructional video programs. Before proceeding further,
corporate instructional video prograus and instructional
material,s are terms that will be defined. Corporate
instructional video programs are any programs which are
used by a corporation to train lts employees. The term
does not include corporate promotional programs and other
non-training applications. Instructional materials are
any medium or method used to convey instruction to
learners. This thesis will examine the findings in all
forms of instructional materials involving all ages
because insufficient research evidence exists in the area
of humor in corporate instructional video programs.
Significance and Scope of Problem
A central problem plagues any Practitioner
interested in reviewing the research literature on humor
in instructional materials. It is only in the last 10
years that empirical researchers have begun to study the
effects of humor on instruction in college-age students.
Prior to this development, the experiments were usually
directed at grade school children.
A review of the research literature in the fields of
education and psychology faiLed to reveal a single
empirical study designed to examine the effect humor can
have in corporate instructional video programs.
Therefore, in order to provide conclusions, a critical
assumption will have to be made linking college students
2
and corporate lnstructlonal video program audiences. In
our society, some adults are returning to college to gain
new knowledge and pursue new career paths. Thus, it is
possibLe that adults were considered college students ln
the studiee cited in the next chapter. Upon that
understanding, then, it ls possible that the audience in
a college classroom could have a similar age conposition
to an audience viewing a corporate instructional video
prograln.
Ilezel (1985) nay have provided the necesaary
theoretical connection between the empirical studies
involving college students and the possibility of using
hurnor in corporate video Programs. Hezel analyzed the
existing research on the use of humor in college settingg
and drew conclusions for corporate video Program
producers:
In sumary, huoor may be effective in helping to
achieve several types of program goals: increasing
the audience's liking for the program and the
presenter; improving the audiencers attltude torrard
the subject matter (under most conditions);
enhancing audience learning; and eliciting behavior
change. (p. 58)
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Ilezel's broad conclusione, however, fall to be
substantiated becauee he does not identlfy his terms and
neglects directly clting his research sources.
This thesis will focus on the existing research in
the deveLopment of concluslons and recomendations for
future research. In chapter 2, the literature will be
revlewed in order to exaDine the directions of past
research. The research will be grouped into three broad
areas: (a) Theories of Ilumor; (b) Humor and Children; and
(c) Ilumor and Adults. In the first area, a brlef history
of the theories of humor will be examined to show the
direction of past research. In the second area of
consideration, humor and children, the literature will be
grouped into three categories: Practl-tioners' Articles,
Review and Theoretical Articles, and Reports of Enpirical
Studies. Practitioners' Articles are comprised of the
unsubstantiated advice and observations of teaching and
training professionals to use humor in the classroom. In
each case, the practitioners fail to cite specific
enpirical evidence in support of thelr arguments. Review
and Theoretical Articles will include Lesser's L974
report on the t'Sesame Street" television program and
sumaries of enpirical research in the area of humor in
children's educational materials. Finally, empirical-
4
5studies lnvolving hr:mor in childrenrs educational
materials will be reviewed.
The third broad area considered Ln chapter 2 will be
the use of humor in adult educational Daterials, the
specific focus of this thesis. Again, research was
categorized in the following manner: Practitloners I
Articles, Review and Iheoretical Articles, and Reports of
Empirlcal Studies. Special attention will be given to
the empirical studies involving college students at the
end of chapter 2 because it is upon these studles that
the conclusions will be formed. Studies have been
completed in such areas as disparagement hunor, humor and
its relation to the relief of examination stress, the
retention of lecture ltems reinforced by humor, and the
rating of teachers and textbooks that use humor, and in
chaptex 2, this research will be grouped into sub-
categories and examined.
In chapter 3, a rnethodology will be established as a
first step toward the preparation of conclusions and
recormendations. In the chapter, the three categories of
research- -Practitioners ' Articles, Review and Theoretical
Articles, and Reports of Empirical Studies--wi11 be
analyzed using figures in order to illustrate the trends
in each category, provide definltions, and act as a
reference to the research gathered in each category.
In chapter 4, the research questions directlng this
study will be answered by citing the evidence in the
various categories established in the nethodology. By
referring to the evldence, the answers to the research
questions wtll be able to be examined in a historical and
contextual framework.
In chapter 5, the study's findings will be
sunnnarized. Conclusions will be stated on the basis of
the data analysis Ln chapter 4, which was developed ln
the methodology derived upon the Literature Review. Then
fina11y, recomendations w111 be nade for further
research.
Undoubtedly, one recolmendation for future research
wil-l be the need for empirical studies using humor in.
corporate instructional video programs. Existing studies
have been limited Eo the study of college students, and
it is now critically important that studies be developed
to analyze the possible impact and function of humor in
video taped training settings.
Research Questions
The following questions have been developed to
provide a direction and focus for the study:
1. How has the use of humor in instructional-
materials developed?
2. IIow has humor contributed to the enhancement of
learning?
3. Ihat are the factors which determine the
appropriate use of humor ?
4. If the learning conditions indicate that humor
is appropriate, what are the acceptable humorous
contexts ?
5. Given acceptable humorous contexts, by what
criteria can practitioners match an appropriate context
to a given learning need?
The research questions have been designed to be
answered in ascending order. The questions build in
degree of complexity from 1 to 5.
The first question analyzes the historical
development of humor in instructional materials, and the
second question follows naturally by asking how hr:mor has
contributed to the enhancement of learning.
The next three questions involve a more complex
review of the evidence. Question 3 attempts to match
humor to appropriate and inappropriate conditions and
reveal the determiners of that decision. Question 4 is
designed to determine when and how often humor should be
used in a video training program. Should it deliver the
instruction, introduce the instruction, or conclude the
program? The possibilities seem to be inflnite.
7
8Finally, question 5 searches for the studyra most
complex response. Given the contexts establlshed in 4,
and the learning needs in questions 1 through 3, is it
possible to match contexts to needs?
In the progression from questions 1 to 5, more
evidence is sought from the research, and it is expected
in light of the current state of humor research, that
satisfactory answers to all the research questions are
unlikely. In certain instances, empirical evidence may
be insufficient to offer defensible conclusions. To
remedy this deficiency in part, the questions that cannot
be answered will be reconsidered as arguments for future
research.
Assumptions and Limitations
The critical assumption guiding this thesis, which
vTas stated earlier in this chapter, is that the
conclusions of the studies involving college students can
be generalized to include corporate instructional video
program audiences. The assumption was based on the trend
in our society that some post-college age adults are
returning to school for professional and personal
enrichment, and hence, it is possible that the audience
for a college learning experience involving humor, and a
corporate instructional- video progran using humor, may be
comprised of some of the same people.
Due to a lack of direct empirLcal evidence in the
corporate settLng, the study has certain limitations.
Unquestionably, if there were empirlcal studies done ln
the corporate setting, broader conclusions would emerge.
But lrlthout this direct empirical evidence, it is
unlikely that firm, useable generalizations will be drawn
from the ansr ers to the research questions.
More than llkely, the key contribution of this study
wiLl be to identify the trends and current beliefs in
humor research in an objective fashion and suggest
directions for further enpirieal study.
Definitions of Terms
Before beginning the Review of Literature, it is
necessary to advance working definitions of several key
terms.
Practitioners will be defined here as any
professional writing about the use of humor in
instructional materials. Practitioners are not
considered researchers. Rather, they offer classroom
advlce or surmarize the available research literature,
while researchers gather empirical evidence.
As already stated, corporate instructional video
proBrams are any training Programs used by corporations
to educate their empl-oyees, as delivered by videotape
machine and monitor. This definition does not include
10
Iive, in-person demonstrations or any form of interactive
media.
Instructlonal material-s are any medium used to
convey instructlon, including educational television
programs, corporate instructional video programs,
lectures, speeches, and textbooks.
Humorous contexts, a term used in the research
questions, involves the treatment of humor. Contexts are
the environment chosen to convey the humor--deliver the
instruction, introduclng the lesson, concluding the
program, and so on.
Adequately defining huuor is an almost iropossible
task. The following general definition can be found in
Slebster's New Coll,egiate Dictionary: " (Hr:mor is) that
quality which appeals to a sense or the ludicrous or
absurdly incongruous; the mental faculty of discovering,
expressing, or appreciating the ludicrous or absurdly
incongruous; sornething that is designed to be comical or
rnrsing" (p. 557). Obviously, it is a term which still
defies concrete expres s ion.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEVI OF RELATED LITEMTI]RE
The existing research literature on the use of humor
in instnuctlonal materials falls into three broad areas.
For the purposes of this review, they are: (a) Theories
of Huuor; (b) Humor and Children; and (c) Humor and
Adults.
In this chapter, each area will be divided further
into categories, or groupings of the research, in order
to better explicate the findings. The chapter will begin
with an historical perspective of theoretical findings in
the area of humor research. Next, the literature on
humor and children will be divided into the following
three categories: Practitionersr Articles, Review and
Theoretical Articles, and Reports of Enpirical Studies.
Practitioners' Articles are the judgment of teachers who
have used humor successfully in their classroom, !trithout
the benefit of empirical or theoretical support. Review
and Theoretical Articles will include Lesser's I974
report on "sesame Street" as well as several educatorst
theoretical beliefs on the use of humor in children's
educational materials. Finally, Reports of Empirical
Studies involving humor and children will be analyzed.
The same three-category framework--Practr.tioners'
Articles, Review and Theoretical Articles, and Reports of
12
Eurpirical Studies--wil1 be employed in presenting the
research Literature on humor in adult educational
ventures.
Theories of llumor
Goldstein (L976) suggested that the history of
humorous theory can be divided into three periods. The
first period, which he cal1s the "pretheoretical-rr (p.
104), lasted until 1940 and was comprised of
"correlational and observational studies of laughter and
smiling, conducted most often in the absence of any
attenpt to develop or test theory" (p. 104). The second
period, the psychoanalytical period, dealt al-most
exclusively with the Freudian theory of wit and hurnor.
According to Freud (1928), humor is comronly used as a
coping mechanism, a means of overcoming current sources
of anxiety and conflict. Further, Freud (1905/1960)
believed there were two forms of wit, tendency wit and
harurless wit. Tendency wit relies on ridiculing,
disparaging, or demeaning another Person, glioup, or
institution as laughter-provoking stiruli, whiLe harmless
wLt depends upon the perception of the event alone for
its laughter-provoking stimuli.
The third period, according to Goldstein, is the
currently-accepted cognitive phase. Goldstein depicts
the current interest in humor research: "Within the past
13
10 years psychologists and sociologists have written more
on the topics of humor and laughter than fron the
beginning of this century to L967" (p. 105).
Currently, theories are abundant, but the cognitive
theories of incongruity and disparagement have received
the greatest attention. According to Pollio (1983):
All- theories of humor, in one way or another, seem
to recognize that "unexpectednes s" or at least
ttsuddenness," is an important aspect to events and
situations that evoke laughter and smiling; the
difference for incongruity theories is that this
becomes a central postulate. G. 226)
Shultz (1976) and Suls (1972), leading incongruity
theorists, suggested there were trro stages to the
appreciation of a joke: puzzlement at a stated or visual
incongruity, and the resolution of that incongruity.
Gruner (1978) defined incongruity as "associating two
generally accepted incompatibles; it is the lack of a
rational relation of objects, people, or ideas to each
other or to the environuent" (p. 5). Nerhardt (1976)
offered a broad cognitive definition of humor: "Ilumor is
seen as a consequence of the discrepancy between two
mental representations, one of which is an expectation
and the other ls some other idea or preceptr' (p. 55).
t4
Dolf Zillman is one of the leading researchers
involved ln the study of dieparageroent humor. Zilhnan
(1983) stated his theory of dLsparagement humor as the
disposition theory of humor and mirth:
The disposition theory of humor and nirth transcends
reference groups and identification classes.
Prediction of the enj oynent of witnessing
disparagernent is based on affective dispositlons
toward the parties involved, that is, tolrard the
disparaging and the disparaged entities. Ihese
dispositions may be positive (e.9., affection,
admiration, love) or negative (e.9., resentment,
condemnation, hate), and they are exPected to vary
in intensity. (p. 90)
McGhee (L979) reviewed the Large amount of
theoretical and conceptual literature on humor, and
concluded regarding the possibility of a general theory
of humor:
There is a diverse range of views designed to
explain varlous stiruli, cognitive, response,
physlological, psychodynamic, and social
characteristics of humor. Intuitivel-y, one i-s
inclined to believe that most of the vLews have soue
degree of validity. In most cases, they have the
ring of truth because of their consistency with our
15
own prlvate experience. Yet, each posltion seems
very narrow, leaving unexplained nnrch more than is
explained. (p.41)
Although the theories of humor reviewed cannot be
used in answering the research questions or drawing
conclusions, they serve an equally important function.
Two conclusions can be made. First, the concept of humor
has only recently (within the last 50 years) become
recognized as a cognitive function, and the impl"ications
of this theoretical belief are yet to be fully
understood. Second, despite the recent theoretical
breakthroughs, humor remains a Dystery. flie many
mysterious functions related to humor--smiIing, laughing 
'
chuckling, other physical reactions- -cannot be
comprehended until man understands more about how the
human brain operates.
Humor and Children
The results of research done in grarmar schools and
high schools using humorous instruction or a humorous
atmosphere cannot be generalized to adults viewing
corporate video programs. According to Me11on and Sass
(1981), most high school students entering college are in
the earliest stage of intellectual development, a stage
they term "dualistic" (P. 30). As dualistic students,
they see the world in very narrow terms and don't twelcone
16
vier s that conflict rrith their ordn, regardless of their
merLt. But as some develop, according to lIellon and
Sass, they pass through other stages- -oultlpllcity,
relativism--and finally enter a stage known as
conmitment. This stage Ls characterized by the personrs
willingness to cotrmit to and defend sometimea
controversial viewpoints .
Clearly, then, college students who develop
intellectually cannot be considered on the same
intellectual level as high school and gramtar school
students. It is not the intention of this part of the
chapter to generalize t}re findings to corPorate
instructionaL video Programs. Rather, the literature is
reviewed in order to explain the trends in humor research
and children, and show, more importantly, how advances in
the study of humor and children led to the investigatj-ons
with college students.
Practitioners' Articles
Practitioners' Articles are the empirlcally-
unsubstantiated observations of teachers and
administrators who have used human in their classrooms.
Gilliland and Mauritsen (1971) concluded, based on
observation: "Classroom huuor is nost effective when it
is pertinent to the situation, Personable' original , and
contains sonething of the personality of the teacher or
17
the chi1d" (p. 754). They suggested further that the
teacher must be willing to laugh at him or herself, and
nust make humoroue books available to students so they
can enj oy learnlng.
Welker (1977) believed that humor could be used in
three rtrays in the schools--as a teaching technique, in
extracurricular activities, and as impromptu classroom
hr:mor (p. 253). Further, Welker believed that for
students to learn effectively, teachers Eust be firm,
fair, and exhibit a sense of humor (p. 253).
Aho (1979) reviewed the research literature and
concluded: "Theories and research on humor and child
development generally indicate that the first experience
that seems to be hr:morous to a child are those
contradicting the concePts or activity Patterns he/she
has expected to learn" (P. 12).
Tanashiro (1979) drew two conclusions about the use
of humor in the classroom. He said, rrThe tyPes of hulaor
children enjoy are closely related to children's
developing personality structure and corresponding
concerns" (p. 73). Later, he concluded, "Teachers might
encourage children's expression of humor as a means of
stiunrlating their cognitive and personal development" (p'
74).
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Colwell (1981) offered 12 classroom suggestions for
"making humor an integral part of the reading/language
arts curriculun" (p. 484). In part, Colwell suggested
students rewrite captions to humorous cartoons; take
photographs of classuates, then write captions for them;
and keep diaries of jokes and funny anecdotes the
students hear on television and with friends. In
addition, Colwel1 believed that teachers should read
humorous material to students, add humorous questions to
examinations to relieve stress, and set aside a corner of
the classroom for the s avlng and reading of humorous
Eaterial (p. 484).
Finally, Larson (1982) asked the question' how can
humor help in the cl-assroom? IIe offered the following
answer 3
The key is to realize that humor is not an end in
itself, but rather a means of getting and holding
students' active, involved, intelllgent, questioning
attention. Humor must constantty lead students out
of their own world, into the world of the subject
matter. This is why the pure entertainer fails as a
teacher: his or her humor is an end in itself and
does not lead to or often even relate to the subject
Eatter to be learned. (pp. 197-198)
19
Larson concluded by listing the advantages of using
humor in the classroom: it relieves student boredom;
learning becomes more efficacious when humor is used to
enbelIlsh the lesson; hr:morous examples assist studentg
in memorizing information; and the relatlonship between
teachers and students can improve with a relaxed,
personal style of hurnor (pp. 198-199).
Between the time of Gil1iland and Mauritsen (1971),
and Larson (1982), the praetitioners became more
interested in subject matter-related huroor, and less
interested in unfocused, general classroom aPPlications.
Review and Theoretical Articles
The articles presented in this category faI1 into
two sub-categories, theoretical observations and analyses
of existing research studies.
Relevant observations on the use of humor in
children's educational television are first found in
Lesser (1974). Lesser observed the reactions of children
to the ttSesame Street" tel-evision Program, and concluded:
Humor is an obvious and appealing device for holding
attention. Since traditionally ve have regarded
humor as a slightly disreputable diversion frosr the
hard, serious work of educators, and since we have
often accused teachers who indulge in it of coddling
or currying favor with their students' we know
20
vlrtually nothing about how to make humor
instrrrmental to learning. (p. 116)
Lesser admitted there was a lack of knowledge about
the impact of adapting humor to learning after reportlng
that humor is "an obvious and appealing devlce for
holding attentionr' (p. 116). Despite the seeming
. contradiction, he continued to draw conclusions:
"Al-though there are some forus of play with words that
young children do find amusing, vhat seems funny to them
tends to be physical rather than verbal" (p. 117).
Lesser believed further that children enjoy the rePeating
of catch phrases; incongruities that occur within
predictable , recognizable formats; and adults naking
obvious errors or exhibiting idiosyncrasies (p. 118).
Lesser also reported that children don't respond well to
puns and other plays on words, humor that comPetes with
the intended instruction, and humor that j.s directed at
anotherrs misfortunes (p. 118). Lesser surnmarized the
delicate balance: "Comedy has been nost successfully used
when the comic moment coincides perfectly rilith the
critical learning opportunity. Otherwise, the child may
learn the joke but not the lesson" (p. 119).
Zillnan and Bryant (1983) and Krogh (1985) surveyed
the ernpirical research and the Practitioners' Articles
cited in this study, and drew conclusions about the use
2L
of humor in children's educatlonal materials that are
consistent rrith those stated in this thesis.
ZilLnan and Bryant concluded:
It shoul"d be clear from the preceding discussion
that any unqualifled generalizations , whether they
project good or bad eonsequences of htrmor used for
teaching and learning, are untenable. Humorous
stinuli differ in many regards. In the educational
setting, the varied forms of humor may uniquel-y
impact teacher-student rapport, attention to
educatlonal rnaterials, and learning. Moreover,
dependent upon developmental circumstances,
respondents nay differ greatly in their acceptance
of humor in education. Situational factors have to
be reckoned with in addition. (pp. 188-189)
Krogh echoed Zillman and Bryant: "Despite fifteen
years of research, the study of humor development in
children is far from cornplete with many avenues yet to be
explored. Research providing classroom application of
humor theory is virtually non-existentr' (p. 295).
In concluding, Krogh said:
The study of hunor in young children is relatively
recent and has yet to move from the psychological
laboratory setting to the classroom. Thus, promises
of results from using hunor in education must be
22
tentatlve. If, however, the teacher ls wllling to
concede the probable link betrreen controlled
experiments and real-lLfe classrooms, then hr:mor can
be expected to lead to more positive attitudes about
school and more creativity in assignments. (p. 298)
Reports of Enpirical Studies
Zillnan and Bryant (1983), in analyzing empiricaL
studies in their review, grouped the studies into two
areas, attracting audiences and effects on learning.
Their approach will be adopted here.
Wakshlag, Day, and Zlllman (1981) and Schleicher
(1983) studied the ability of humorous segments to
attract children to educational television programs.
Wakshlag, Day, and Zillnan conducted an experiuent
which studied the effects of the involvement of hunorous
episodes in an educational progran on selective exposure
under competitive viewing conditions. In the
investigation, programs were created lrithout humor and
rrith humor in slow, intermediate, and fast pace. The
manipulated messages competed against two other programs
without humor that played siunrltaneously on a television
monitor. First and second grade school children were
exposed to the treatments in a school waiting room and
were given the choice of watching any given treatment, or
turning off the monitors .
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I'Iakshlag, Day, and Zillnan drew definitive
conclusions:
The findings show that the involvement of humor in
educational television programs for children can
greatly facilitate selective exposure to these
programs. Exposure to programs with humor were
generally superior to exposure to programs rrithout
humor. Moreover, the results indicate that
educational programs without hr:mor are likely to do
very poorly in competition with sisrilar yet humorous
educational programs. (p. 31)
Ilakshlag, Day, and Zillnan also drew a conclusion
regarding the pacing of the educational message: "The
fast pacing of humorous inserts emerged as the most
effective technique for the placement of humor" (p. 31).
Schleicher (1983) designed a sinilar study, but
directed the treatments toward 237 high school students.
In the study, Schleicher produced a 2 X 2 X 2 X 3
factorial design, with factors being difficulty of the
educational message (easy, difficult); funniness of the
hunor (not-so-funny, funny); distribution of the hunor
(random, predictable); and density of the humor
(intervals were 2, 4, and 6 min in length).
The viewers' attention to the screen was followed in
three ways: the frequency of subjects lrho stopped and
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watched, and those who abandoned watching the television
screeni the frequency of eyes toward and eyes away from
the screen, as registered by observers; and the
cumulative duration of the eyes on the screen.
Schleicher concluded regarding selective exposure:
"The findings of this study suggest that the voluntary
choice of viewing an educational message can, under
cerEain conditions, be enhanced when the informative
message is comprised of a mix of humor and education" (p.
60). Schleicher added that the addition of humor was
nost beneflcial when the message was difficul"t, randomly
placed throughout the Eessage, and had a high spatial
density (p. 50).
Regarding attention, Schl-eicher concluded:
The findings of this study support the view that the
use of humor in televised educational messages
fosters increased attentiveness. The data reported
on the frequency of "eyes toward" and t'eyes awayt'
from the screen have shown that humorous stinuli
created higher levels of attentiveness and that
these elevated levels of attention carried over into
the surrounding educational messages. (p. 62)
Regarding the degree of funniness of the humor
rating, Schlelcher reported:
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Ihe degree of funnlness of the humorous segments had
a statistically signlficant effect on attraction for
the viewer, but in an unanticipated direction. More
viewers turned their eyes toward as well as array
from the screen during the humorous segments of a
"not-so-funnytt nature. Furthermore, the degree of
funniness rras not a statistically significant factor
in determining a vieverrs attraction to or
withdrawal from vlewing the educational segments of
a program. (p. 65)
The pattern of distribution of the humorous segments
"ruas not a statistically significant factor in
determlning viewers I attraction to or withdrawal from
viewing the educational segments of a program" (p. 66).
Schleicher concluded regarding the mix of humorous
density:
The density of humorous material within an
educational message was a significant factor in
determining viewersr attention to the educational
message. Increments in density yielded increments
in attention. As the intervals without humor
increased (orc the humorous segments were less in
number but greater in length), more viewers were
attracted to the screen for the educational message.
(pp.67-68)
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Schleicher's analysls of persistence failed to lead
to any direct conclusions. Schleicher reported: rrln
measuring the cuEulative duration of viewers' attention
during both hunorous and educational segments, some
statistically significant interactions among factors
occurred. However, subsequent follow-up tests performed
on the data could not identify the exact nature of the
variationrr 1p. 68).
Schleicher, in a review of all the findings, drew
broad conclusions:
The use of humor within a tele-educatlonal message
can enhance the viewing environment and affect an
audience's choice of viewing fare. The inclusion of
humor within an educational message can increase the
potential for an audience to selectively choose to
watch the message, and can increase the potential
for the educational message to have a greater
impact. The packaging of the humor within the
educational message is significant in maxi-nizing its
effectiveness. The distribution, density, and
funniness of the humor used has differential effects
on an audience's choice to ,tune intt to a parti.cular
message. (p. 69)
Despite the sound conclusions, Schleicher adnitted
that the study did not move far enough:
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The use of humor in tele-educational programs may
serve to grab the attention of larger audiences to
their message than might be attracted if the humor
were not included, but the effect of such a mix on
the overall learning process needs future empirical
investigation. (p. 70)
The second group of eopirical studies involving
children are the studies designed to ar:.aLyze the effect
humorous messages have on learning. The following three
studies will be considered: Bryant, Hezel , and Zillnan
(L979); Zillman, Wi11iams, Bryant, Boynton, and Wolf
(1980); and Zillman et al . (1984).
Bryant, Hezel-, and Zillman conducted a content
analysis of four educational television programs - -"llister
Rogers Neighborhood," "Captain Kangaroo,t"tSesame
Street," and "Electric Company"--in order to determine
how humor was being used in children's educational
television prograurning. They found that humor was used
more often in "Sesame Street" and 'tElectric Company" than
in "Mister Rogers Ueighborhood" and "Captain Kangaroo,"
and that the humor in the former two programs related to
the instruction more than the humor found in the latter
trro programs.
Bryant, Hezel, and Zilltran concluded:
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The present investigation has demonstrated that
instructLon has been liberaIly embeltished with
entertainment in some of the most popular
educational television programring for children.
This finding documents the rather recent change in
perspective as to the most appropriate ways to
motivate the young volunteer audience. It is
apparent that entertainment, especiaLly the humor
element in entertainment, is considered important in
attracting young viewers i yet almost nothing is
known from systematic evidence about how effective
humor really is as a stimulant to learning, or about
how to employ humor most effectively in the tele-
educatlonal process. Moreover, even less is known
about the consequences that entertainment features
in educational television have on classroorn
instruction or on other types of learning. (pp.
58 -s9 )
Zillnan et aI. (1980) exposed kindergarten and
firstlgrade students to an educational television Program
that contained humorous segments at a fast and slow pace,
no humorous inserts, and fast and slow non-humorous
inserts. The children's acquisition of information was
measured after viewing, and dependent ueasures included
the following: enj oyment of watching the educational
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material , interest in watchl-ng the educational material ,
funninese of humorous episodes, attention to the screen,
and viewer interaction (pp. 174-175).
Zillman et a1 . (1980) drew conclusions that echoed
those of other studies, including Kaplan and Pascoe
(1977): "The findings strongl.y support the view that
humor in educational programs for children, even if
humorous stinuli are rather arbitrarily interspersed,
fosters increased attentiveness and, ultimately, superior
information acquisition" (p. 178).
Regarding the acquisition of information, Zil-Irnan et
a1 . (1980) reported further:
The finding that the presentation of humorous
materials in a fast pace produced the enhancement
effect on information acquisition more rapidly than
their presentation in a slower pace is entirel-y in
accord with the reasoning on vigilance and
alertness. In practical terms, the educator who
deals with an audience whose attentiveness ls below
the leve1 necessary for effective coumunication
should indeed benefit from ernploying humor early on
and in frequent short bursts. (p. 178)
As Zillman et al. (1980) admitted, "Humor was
entirely secondary to education (in terurs of time) in
this studyrr (p. 179). And in concluding, they reported:
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"The excessLve use of hr:mor is certainly not advisablert
1p. 179).
In Zill-nan et aL. (1984), the use of distorting
forms of humor ( complex humor) in the claseroom riras
studied. In this study, 64 kindergarten, first, and
fourth grade students were exposed to an educational
program that included distortion-free humor, humorous
exaggeration, ironic humor, and humorous exaggeration
followed by correction of the exaggeration. Information
acquisition and funniness was assessed after the
treatment .
Zillman et al-. (1984) reported the following:
Taken together, the findings show that humorous
distortions of educational points in television
programs are capable of producing Perceptual
distortions in children, regardless of gender, up to
the fourth grade. The confusion created by the
involvement of such hunor apparently reaches higher
on the developmental scale than had been thought
previously. It remains to be demonstrated, however,
at precisely what age children acquire an effective
defense against the perceptual concomitants of
humorous distortions. (P. 811)
In sumrary, the studies reviewed in this section of
the thesis reveal that children can not only be attracted
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to a program by the use of humor, but also humor can help
to maintain attention and aIso, if used in short,
frequent segmenta, can help the l-ess-motivated to learn
(Zillman et aI., 1980). However, despite these
indicatione, tero reatrictions hanper wide acceptance of
these conclusi-ons. First, the enpirical studies lack
direct replication. Other settings and different age
segments night respond differently to the treatments.
Second, as established in chapter 1, it is impossible to
generalize the findings of any of these studies to
college or corporate instructional video program
audiences. Virtually all researchers would probably
agree that children enjoy humor, but questions remain as
to its effectiveness and necessity when coupled with
educational materials.
Humor and Adults
The enpirical evidence gathered in the area of humor
in adult instructional naterials mirrors the same
deficiencies that plague children's instructional
materials --the research, while recent, lacks
replication. As in the studies on children and humor,
the studies will be placed in three categories:
Practitioners' Articles, Review and Theoretical Artic1es,
and ReporEs of Enpirical Studies.
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Practitioners I Articles
The Practitioners' Artlcles will be considered in
trro sub-categories: scriptrdriters' advice and humor in
act ion .
Hon (1985) , lqatrazzo (1985), and Clews (1986) based
their advice on their experiences as corporate video
scriptwriters, and not on theoretical or empirical
evidence. Hon and ylatrazzo agree that humor is, at best
risky, and at its worst, sophomoric and ineffective.
Clews cautiously argues in favor of its use,
Hon reported: t'The more humor you use, and the
broader it is, the more risk you take of alienating your
audience. Low-key hr:mor, or perhaps a certain wr)mess
fron the narrator on occasion, can provide 'humanityt
without being excessively entertaining" (p. 54). Hon
also cautioned that humor broad enough to show in the
script is probably too heavy-handed for instructional
purposes, and added, "Humor which seems very subtle in
the script is often just right to the viet er" 1p. 54).
Matrazzo addressed humor as an entertainment format,
and said: "If you do a superb job of a comedy, a drama,
or a puppet show, it is wonderful . Ilowever, anything
less than superb is deadly. A dul1 comedy, a Poorly-
acted drama or a silly puPPet show is far more obnoxious
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than a simple, stralghtfon ard and even boring productionrr
1p. 64) . ylatrazzo also reminded scriptrrriters that an
effective production is more than a funny, educatlng
script. Professional- actors and staff will be needed for
a polished production, and that expense may be too costly
for a conpany producing a training film which may be
outdated within a yeat or trro (p. 65).
Clews directly advlsed the use of humor in corporate
video programs, but only under carefull-y controlled and
well-understood conditions. Clews listed as basic
guidelines the following: know your audience; donrt reach
for jokes i start with what's believable and build on
that; keep the characters in context; limit each sketch
to one joke; and choose the texture of the humor and
remain consistent (p, 39). In short, Clews advised
humorous restraint. Clews said: "Being funny while you
deliver information is a special art. Viewers tnust not
only get the joke, they Eust also get the pointr' (pp.
39-40).
Clews also reported, based on experience, that humor
can be used in tr o lrays in corporate instructional video
programs: to set up the infornation to folIow, or to
actually deliver the instruction (p. 40).
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Humor in action was reported by Anderson (1982),
Anonymous (1984), and Anonymous (1985), and each reported
on the efforts of one large corporate video producer,
England's Video Arts. Video Arts is best known as a
producer of humorous training fikns. It began operating
ia 1972, and for the first 12 years of operation, 70
films were produced and annual revenue was approximately
$5.5 million (Anonymous, L984, p. 25).
One of Video Arts' strongest assets is llonty Python
trouper John Cleese, one of the company's five principal
founders (Anderson, 1982; Anonymous, 1985). Cleese
creates and performs in trro to six productions annually
(Anonymous, 1985, p. 52).
Anonymous (1985) reported that one of the best-
selling series of Video Arts' tapes is the four-part
series "So You llant to be a Success at Selling?" (P. 52).
In this series, Cleese used self- disparaging humor to
show successful sales technique. Anonymous (1985)
described the treatment:
John Cleese, handsome, well-groomed, eager-to-please
as a puppy--but il1-prepared to make gn1 sale--is a
basic loser you really don't mind identifying with.
You empathize with his failures that resul.t from not
researching his product or his customerrs operation
and business needs, being too diE to offer
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alternatives rrhen a customer dismisses the product
being offered, being slow to recognize unexpected
opportunities that might surface during a
presentation. (pp. 52-53 )
Cleese and the audience are eventually guided to the
proper sales techniques as the sophisticated,
professional productlon comes to a close. Art Blazek,
director of marketing for Video Arts, expl-ained why hr:mor
can work in a training film, as quoted in Anderson:
"First, people feel that if they need training, they must
be in trouble with their jobs so they show up in a
defensive mood--and humor can take that arf,ay. Second,
people remember a humorous fihn. They talk about it
afterward as if it ! ere a good narrative filn" (p. 2.4).
Despite the high praise for Video Arts, and the
scriptwriters' cautious praise for humor in the previous
sub-category, empirical evidence fails to support their
contentions, and thus, their advice cannot be readily
adopted.
Review and Theoretical Articles
The Review and Theoretical Articles analyzed in this
section will be divided into several relevant sub-
categories: college educators' revietr of the researchi
training professionals' review of the research; and
reports on the use of humor in persuasive speeches.
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ltrandersee (1982) , DrLtz (1983), and Powell and
Andresen (1985) are college educators that reviewed the
research literature on Ehe use of humor in educational
ventures, and drew conclusions based on their findings.
Wandersee (1982) offered his definition of humor:
"Ilumor will be defined (here) as a situation that
stimulates laughter or amus ement uPon cerebral evaluation
of it" (p. 212). Upon establishing the definition,
['landersee approached the reported benefits of humor. He
listed the benefits as the following: humor can help
maintain attention, can help in teaching sensitive
subjects, reduce classroom tension, and make Learning
more personal. and enJoyable. l andersee refused to accePt
all of the reported benefits: "Now it should be obvious
that humor can not acconplish all of these things at
once. A particular kind of humor used in a particular
situation at the ProPer paci-ng rate may yield just one or
two of the benefitsr' (p. 213).
ttrandersee accepted only one contention at any time:
humor's main strength is in its "ability to foster a
classroom climate conducive to learning" (P. 213). In
drawing this conclusion, llandersee cited Mogavero <7979)
and Kaplan and Pascoe (1977), firo studies which drew
similar conclusions. Both of these studies will be
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reviewed in greater detall in discussion of the next
category in this chapter, Reports of Empirical Studies.
Dritz (1983) developed a theoretical model for
teachers interested in using humor as an instructional
ski11, and concluded that teachers could constructively
utilize humor in five lnstructional areas: (a) creating a
positive teacher-student relationship; (b) providing
Eotivation to learn; (c) teaching creativelyr (d)
classroom management tool; and (e) reducing tension and
anxiety (p. 2958-A).
Powell and Andresen (1985) listed the following
factors as unsubstantiated claims made in the literature
on humor: Humor can protrote comprehension and retention;
it can help to create a positive classroom environment i
encourage student involvement; hold students' attentiont
foster cognitive development t manage undesirable
behaviori build self-confidence i enhance the quality of
the students' lives i and enhance the quali.ty of the
teachers' lives (pp. 80-82).
As Powe11 and Andresen admitted, "The scientific
literature on this subject is sparse, and as in many
areas of deep human significance, inconclusive. Humour
appears to have been a taboo topic as far as experi.mental
psychologists have been concerned" (p. 83).
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Powell and Andresen considered empirJ.cal studies
like those which w111 be reviewed in the next category in
this chapter, the Reports of Empirical Studies, and drew
conclusions that are "l-imited but reasonably clear" (p.
85). They reported:
Humour, in both its plctorial and verbal forms, is
useful as a device for gaining and maintaining
attention and interest. It may also reduce tenslon
and assist creative thinking. Humour should be used
in moderation in order to avoid undermining the
credibility of the teacher. It should focus
attention upon the content of what is being taughtt
irrelevant anecdotes should be avoided. One of the
most effective uses would appear to be that of
humorous illustrative anecdotes--or visual material
--which are designed around the educational point
being nade; these are more readily recalled and thus
help the student to access what has been learnt.
(p. 85)
In the last five years, training professionals have
\,rritten theoretical articles on the use of humor in
i.nstruction. In this second sub-category, Dodge and
Rossett (1982), Rutkaus (1981), and Hezel (1985) will be
reviewed.
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Dodge and Rossett (1982) believed that the four
basic instructional events--introduction, presentation,
practice, and feedback--can accomrodate incongruous and
tendentious humor. Ihe introduction, vrhich attracts and
focuses the learners' attention, can be enhanced by witty
remarks or asides. Then humor can be used in several
ways in the presentation stage. For example, a routine
lecture which might have a series of lists or rules may
benefit from having a hunorous rule or phrase inserted to
surprise the audience. Second, humor comes from
cognitive self- appreciation, which uray be derived from
watching or hearing of others having learning
difficulties that they theurselves once had. Third, humor
can be expressed by caricatures which serve as
representations of objects to be illustrated in a
learning situation (p. 12).
In the practice and feedback stage, Dodge and
Rossett reported that hurnor can be used to test and
reinforce learning, and added, "Incongruity is the basis
for practice and test items which are humorous" (p. 12).
Dodge and Rossett suggested ways in which a
heuristic for humor can be developed. First, they
suggested that any heuristic be limited until the content
is defined and declared a possibility for humorous
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treatment. Second, the element of surprise is eesential.
They reported:
If we had only one or trro rrays to generate humor,
our instruction rroul d soon become predictable and
unfunny. Our ultimate goal , therefore, should be to
create a compendium of heuristics: a collection of
recipes to cover a wide range of dishes, a cookbook
worded simply enough for a novice cook to follow.
(P. 12)
Dodge and Rossett suggested a three-step process by
which heuristlcs for humor can be created. First,
current examples of humor used in instruction and enjoyed
by the learners should be identified. Second, the tyPe
of humor (disparagenent, suPeriorj-ty, etc.) should be
identified. And third, other situations to which humor
can be applied must be identified (p. 13).
Dodge and Rossett adEitted that their theoretical
framework "raises more questions than it answeredtt (p.
13). They cited the lack of empirical evidence in
support of any theory and concluded:
We have not tackled the complex question of humor in
instructional materials versus stand-up delivery.
There are differences in frequency of use, imPact'
and conditions for generation. What are they? IIow
will the diagnosis, prescription, and application
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vary? These questions about humor are fertile and
important topl-cs for empirical study. (p. 13)
Rutkaus (1981) reported the discussion of four
performanee technologists--George Geis, Joe Harless,
Claude Lineberry, and Bob Mager--who debated the use of
humor in instructional materials at the }lational Society
for Performance and Instruction Convention in 1980. Geis
suggested the use of contemporary, timely humor, and said
humor should "arise naturally out of the instructional
material content" (p. 18). Harless suggested extreme
caution, and believed that instructors should use only
relevant humor and avoid risque, sexist, or in-group
humor (p. 18). Lineberry ras even more cautious than
Harless: "It is hard to keep humor timely, and humor
should be used carefully and sparingly in instructional
materials" (p. 18).
lIager, perhaps the best-known panelist, said that
humor was a form of "playing with" the audience (p. 18).
He warned against using any form of hostile humor
(disparagement) because, he reported, it can distract and
divert attention. The real benefit of using humor,
according to Mager, is that it helps the writer of
educational materials get "started and in continuing the
drudgery of putting out good materials" (p. 18).
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Rutkaus sumarlzed his findings and the panelists'
ins ights :
Humor will always reach only a certain percentage of
students taking the instruction. Keep the humor
funny, related to the subject-matter, and well-
tined. Read it a1oud, at least to yourself, before
you make it part of your materials. When you do use
it, be alrare that you may not be being logical , but
that is what you lrant to do (logically speaking).
Humor related to the subject matter is one of the
greatest gifts the writer can give the studentr it
pu1ls things together, shows that effort \rent into
the writing, and serves to stimulate, arouse, and
teach. (pp. 18-19)
Hezel (1985) may have provided a bridge between the
theoretical research of the past, and future empirical
studies. Hezel surveyed the area of humor research and
drerf, tentative conclusions about the use of hunor in
corporate instructional video Programs based on the
review:
In sunmary, humor may be effective in helping to
achieve several types of (corporate instructional
video) prograu goals: increasing the audience's
liking for the Program and the Presenter; improving
the audience's attitude torrard the subject matter
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(under most condLtions) i enhanci.ng audience
learning, and eliciting behavior change. If humor
is used carefully and sensltLvely, it can also
improve the likelihood of attaining the program's
goals. (p. 581
The final sub-category are the reports on the use of
humor in persuasive speeches. Markiewicz (1974), Flening
and Levie (1978), and Gruner (1976i 1978) reported
relevant findings in this area.
llarkiewicz (7974) reviewed the early empirical
studies on the use of humor ln persuasive speeches, and
reported the following:
Since the majority of research reviewed (in this
study) has yielded non-significant results, one is
faced with the question of whether humor in fact has
no significant effects on Persuasion, or whether the
appropriate conditions or medium for the energence
of the effect have not been created. Prior research
is characterized by poor methodology. More
variability in the experimental populations sampled
seems imperative. Less complex topics, more
conducive to humorous treatment, should be delivered
in less solemn atmospheres. Various levels of
attention should be required in subsequent research.
(p.419)
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Fleroing and Levie sunmarized the difficulty facing
researchers studying the use of humor in persuasive
speeches:
In view of the widespread use of humor Ln persuasive
messages, practice-oriented people are surPrLsed at
the apparent lack of scientific interest in the
area. Researchers know why. The area is difficult
to treat experlmentally. For example, how should
humor be defined--by the intent of the source, by
the receiver's reaction, by the arousal- of certain
psychological states or by the presence of certain
message elements such as incongruity? I{umor is one
of the most difficult hunan expressions to study.
(P.231)
Flening and Levie drew a conclusion simiLar to
Markiewicz: "The effects of humor on persuasion are
generally unpredictab1e" (P. 231) .
Gruner <L976) reviewed the research literature in a
manner similar to Markiewi cz and drew five conclusions.
First, adding humorous material to an otherwise
straightfon ard persuasive message does not result in an
increase in persuasiveness. Second, the addition of
humorous material in otherwise interesting rnessages does
not add to the interest value, and thus' cause greater
learning. Third, satire, as opposed to humor, is
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apparently misunderstood very often by the public and
thus, should be avoided. Fourth, there Ls tentative
evidence that suggests little connection between the
appreciation of humor and its theoretical foundatlons.
And fifth, there is evidence that suggests that the
comrunicator that uses apt and relevant humor may improve
his or her image with the audience. Ilowever, Gruner
cautions, the improvement of a perceived lmage may be
guided by the audience's predisPosition. And serious
speakers who use apt humor are more likely to be
perceived in a stronger light, according to Gruner, than
clownish speakers that use humor and, hence, reinforce
their negative image (pp. 306-307) '
Gruner, reporting again in 1978, continued to report
the s ame findings :
Perhaps the one conclusion that can be drawn vzith
the most certainty of any in thi.s list is that humor
fails to increase persuasiveness of argunentative
Eessages. Sprinkling jokes, wisecracks, Puns,
sarcasm, or even satire throughout a speech seems to
add nothing to that speech. Adding humor which is
germane to the particular message seems to heighten
its entertainment (amusement) value' $, 202)
At the same time, however, Gruner (1978) failed to
find any support for the opposing argument:
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No study thus far has found that the addition of
humor to a message will detract from that message's
persuasiveness. This conclusion seems to be limited
to three conditions, however. Ihe original message
must be an effective, persuasive message wlth or
without the humor. And the humor added to the
message must be appropriate to the audience and
gennane to the message portion into \rhich it is
inserted. And the humor used must aPParently be of
a kind and nature that will not cause the source of
the llessage (the writer or speaker) to be perceived
by his audience as "clownish." (p. 203)
In suutmary, then, evidence supporting the use of
humor in persuasive speeches is insufficient to offer any
defensible conclusions.
Reports of Empirical Studies
This chapter's finaL, and most imPortant area of
discussion, is the reports of empirical stuCies done with
adults. Six sub-categories will be used to examine the
research reviewed in this category. They are: (a) Ilumor
in Persuasive Speechesr (b) DisParagement Hunor; (c)
Humor and Examination Stress; (d) Humor and College
Textbooks; (e) The Perception of Humor in the College
Classroou; and (f) The Retention of Lecture Items
Reinforced by Humor.
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Humor in Persuasive Speeches
The earliest humor research is found ln the area of
persuasive speeches. Four studies were discovered that
offer relevant findings in this area: Lull (1940), Gruner
(1967), Gruner (1970), and Taylor (1974).
Lull studied 1,016 Purdue University and University
of Vtrisconsin students. In the study, the students heard
one of four variations of a speech on "state medicine."
Ihe four variations were in favor with humor, against
rf,ith humor, in favor without humor, and against without
humor. A11 subjects took a Pre-test, Post-test' and
delayed post-test, and Lu11 found that the humorous
versions had no effect on the Persuasiveness of the
speech. He reported: "Tentatively, the evidence
indicates that the optiroism of those who stress the
importance of humor in persuasive speeches is not exactly
confirmed" (p. 39).
In Gruner <1967), four groups of nale college
students heard one of two lectures (humorous, serious) on
listening. Gruner found that the serious speech was
perceived as more serious than the hunorous speech, and
the humorous speech was rated just as interesting (and
not more so) as the serious speech. He further
concluded:
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The present study supports the assr:mption that a
speaker who uses apt humor in informative discourse
is more likely to be perceived by his audience as
high in attributes of rrcharacter" than he would be
if he does not. How an audience would perceive the
character of a speaker when he uses inappropriate
humor (excessive, sarcastic, sick, etc.) also
remains a question. (p. 233)
Gruner (1970) tested 144 college students on four
versions of the same speech used in 1957. The versions
were revised into the following forms: humorous -
interesting, serious - interesting, humorous-dul1, and
serious-dull , and placed on audiotape. Gruner (1970)
found that the humorous-interesting speech group had the
best information retention scores, but the serious-
interesting speech group rated the speaker's authority
and the interestingness of the speech highest.
Gruner (1970) concluded:
It seems clear that, although the addition of humor
caused the subjects to perceive the humorous
speeches as more humorous, and that the addition of
humor enhanced the interestl.ngnes s of only the du1l
speech, the increase in interestingness due to the
hunor cannot be said to have produced greater
information retention. (pp. 165 - 156 )
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Taylor, in 1974, conducted a study in which 102
college undergraduates rated the delivery of humorous and
non-humorous persuasive speeches. In this study, the
students were asked to descrl.be their perceptions of the
speech, how the two speeches differed, and in addition
were.asked to evaluate the speaker's ethos (nature or
beliefs).
Taylor concluded that some speakers using humor were
judged less favorably by the audience than those who did
not use humor. Taylor recormended in the end that hunor
be used sparingly, and t ith cormon sense. Taylor
reported: "(There is) the possibility that a speaker
involved in a situation where there is incongruity in the
humor-topic interaction may create i11-wi11 toward
himself" (p. 365).
Taylor drew the following conclusion:
From the results obtained in this investigation one
may conclude that a speaker who plans on presenting
an informative speech should exercise great caution
in following the advice of those rhetorical
theoreticians who recormend the inclusion of humor.
Tn addition there exists this caveat: instead of
increasing his ethos, the speaker whose uses humor
may actually decrease it. (p. 366)
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The conclusions of the ernpi.rl-cal studies reported
here support sone of the findings reported in the last
category. There is little evidence to support the use of
humor in informative or persuasive speeches.
Disparagement Humor
The study of the use of disparaging humor has been
one of the most concentrated areas of empirical study
with college students. Hezel concluded in 1985:
It is difficult to make any recomendations about
the use of disparaging hurnor. A (corporate video)
writer/producer must have a firm understanding of
the target audience and its attitudes. If the
audience contains both nen and women or has an
empathic <irigin, best to avoid using disparaging
humor. The potential for insulting the audience
members is too great. (P. 581
Zillman and Cantor (1972) asked 20 rnale and 20
female University of Pennsylvania undergraduates to rate
cartoons and jokes which depicted an interchange between
a subordinate and superior. They found that students
appreciated the di-sparagenent more if it vTas directed
upward (at a superior) than if it was directed at a
subordinate .
In 1973, Cantor and ZilLman manipulated the
disparaging protagonist in such a way that (a) the
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vlctimized protagonist was either sympathetic to or
resented by the respondent, and that (b) the misfortune
he or she suffered rras eLther moderate or severe (p.
321). Seventy-two subjects were asked to react to the
cartoons, and Cantor and Zillnan found that the greater
the resentment toward the victioized protagonist, the
more the enj oyrnent. However, no significant increase in
appreciation was found as the victimized protagonist
suffered severe misfortune. Cantor and Zillnan belleved
thst the experimental conditions could account for the
lack of more signiflcant data:
It might tentatively be explained with the
speculation that subjects in this condition, who saw
a series of cartoons depicting fashionably resented
agents in highly disparaglng situations, were the
most likely to recognize the experirnental
manipulation and to conclude that their hostile
feelings toward these grouPs were under study. (p.
328 )
Stocking and Zillnan (1976) exposed 36 male and 35
fenal.e undergraduates in an introductory comrunications
course to an audiotape involving five humorous stories.
The tapes, which involved the disparagement of a target
by a nale, were manipulated so that the target was (a)
the disparager hinself; (b) a male friend of the
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disparager; or (c) a male frlend of the enemy of the
di-sparager. They found that self-disparagers were
perceived as less intelligent, less confident, and less
rritty. Further, females found self-disparagement of a
male funnier, while males found disparagement of a male
enemy funnier than feuales. A second experiment
involving 60 male and 50 femal.e undergraduates
factorially varied the sex of the self-disparager with
the sex of the respondent, and concluded that females'
greater appreciation of the self-disparaging humor in the
first investigation "may have been due to the fact that
the target of disparagement was psls" (p. 455).
Borges, Barrett, and Fox (1980) asked 108
undergraduates (51 males, 57 feurales) to rate 30
disparaging jokes which depicted gender- s tereotypic
behavior. They reported:
Both male and femaLe raters judged jokes as less
humorous when xnen blundered in female roles than in
their "appropriate" male roles but more humorous
when women blundered in male roles than in their
"appropriate" female roIes, (which) may possibly
reflect our societal sex-role norms. (pp. 1137-
1138 )
Chang and Gruner (1981) asked 58 undergraduates to
rate dittoed forms of speeches. The two-Page speeches
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( "!Ihy I Chose Economics," "tJhy I Chose Psychology") were
distributed with and without self-disparaging humor.
Chang and Gruner reported that both speakers "were rated
significantly more 'witty' in the humorous version, p.
424). In addition, they concluded that a speaker wlth
relatively hlgh credibility can enhance perceived "sense
of humor" and rrrrittiness" without damaging percelved
"character" (p. 424). Finally, Chang and Gruner found
that the addition of humor to a speech rated as
interesting can not raise its " interestingnes srr level
(p. 424).
Ilumor and Examination Stress
The impact of humor on student Performance in
examinations was studied by Smith, Ascough, Ettinger, and
Nelson (1971), and Adair and Siegel (1984).
Smith et aI. used 215 Purdue University students
enrolled in an undergraduate psychology class as
subjects. During the first week, they administered
students the Test Anxiety Scale (TAS) and based on their
scores, divided the subjects into low, moderate, and high
test-anxiety grouPs. Humorous and non-humorous
examinations t ere apPlied as a midterrn, which was
announced as being half the final grade. Results found
that high-TAS hr:mor subjects scored significantly higher
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on the test than the high-TAS non-humoroue subjects (p.
245) .
Adair and Siegel gave a mathematics test to 40
college undergraduates under one of four experlnental
conditions (high or moderate stress, presence or absence
of humor). A pretest (Quiz ELectrocardiogram) was
administered to determine student stress 1eve1s. During
the examination, a seven-minute humor/no humor break was
used as the treatnent. After the treatment, the
examination was completed and stress levels were
monitored again. According to Adair and Siegel , results
indicated that humor "irnproved the Ievel of subsequent
task performance" (p. 8).
Huuror and College Textbooks
Bryant, Gula, and Zillman (1980), Bryant, Brown,
Silberberg, and Elliott (1981), and Klein, Bryant, and
Zillman (1982) assessed the impact of humor in colLege
textbooks .
Bryant, Gu1a, and Zillman coded 90 randomly- selected
texts frou the areas of speech, interpersonal , and mass
comrunications for analysis. Undergraduates at an
institution (no numbers provided) in an introductory
corrmunications course carefully read the selected
chapters and identlfied apparent attempts at humor.
Meanwhile, coders registered the percentage of space
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allocated to humor and also assessed the foL1-owing
points: verbal or viaual humor; unrelated, somerrhat
related or related to the educational polnt; disparaging
or nonsense; if disparaged, self, reader, or other, and
intentLonal or unintentional; insult, minor injury,
severe injury, death, or other harm; and ridicule as
deterrent, ridicule as motivator, or other ridicule
(p. t27).
The coders found 887 of the chapters contained at
least one humorous item, with an average of six per
chapter and a total space per chapter of 47 (p. 128).
Further, the authors found that the humor rras used to
teach, the hunor was nonsense (not disparaging), and the
humor was not sexist (p. 134). They concluded:
The present investigation indicates that a greax
deal of humor is employed in basic comtunications
textbooks. To the credit of their authors, the bulk
of the huuor was judged to be used to teach rather
than merely to attract. A11 in all, humor seems to
have been used carefully and competently in the
texts examined. (p. 134 )
Bryant et aI. (1981) selected written messages and
cartoons drawn to illustrate different educational points
and arranged theu in trro manners: easy or difficult; no
humor, moderate hunor or extensive humor. The study
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tested the effects of humorous illustrations on learning
in colLege students. One-hundred elghty undergraduates
from the University of Massachusetts read a chapter from
an upcoming book, which rras manipulated to include the
treatments randomly. The authors found that the use of
humorous pictorial. illustrations enhanced the text's
appeal but reduced its persuasibility, while information
acqulsition and student motivation rrere not effected
(pp. 54-55).
Klein et a1 . (1982) found results similar to Bryant
et al. (1981). One-hundred elghty students evaluated a
randomly-assigned chapter of an introductory
comnunications textbook as to its enjoyableness, interest
leveI, credibility, persuaslveness, capaclty for
teaching, and its potential to encourage rnore reading.
The authors concluded, as did Bryant et al . (1981), that
humor was significantly related to the enj oyment of the
text, but it was not strongly related to interest,
persuasiveness, capacity for learning, nor capacity to
read more. In addition, the amount of humor was
negatively related to the author's credibility (p. 235).
The Perception of Humor in the College Classroom
Mogavero (1979), Bryant, Conisky, and Zillman
(1979), Bryant, Comisky, Crane, and Zillman (1980), and
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Tamborini and Zillman (1981) have studied the effects of
using humor 1n the college classroom.
Mogavero queried 270 University of t'lashington
students in an introductory media course to I'uncover the
specific attributes of humor and its use in the
classroom" (p. 43).
Initially, Mogavero asked only two questions--how
often is humor used in the classroom and is it used too
much, just right or too little? Forty-nine percent
reported frequently or quite frequently and 517 said once
in a while or not at all. Regarding the second question,
612 said just right,35Z said too little, and 3Z said too
much (p. 43).
Next Mogavero asked students if huuror helped to make
the presentation more effective, and the most comon
responses were maintains attention (21.12), eases tension
and establishes rapport (20.62), and creates interest
( 19 .82 ) . The least comonly 
"1a"U responses were
encourages discussion (1.42) and illustrates point (52)
(p. 44).
Mogavero concluded:
Clearly the effective use of humor does not 1ie in
its perceived ability to augment the traditional
aims of the classroon, at least not directly.
Rather, the strength of the humor is decidedly in
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the direction of the more favorable social climate
it is able to foster in the classroom. (p. 44)
Upon those conclusions, Mogavero searched for more
answers. He, asked the students to classify the humor
their teachers employed, and their personal humor
preferences 
.
Mogavero found that students cLassifying their
professors' humor labeled 42.37 anecd.otal , 39.72 subtle,
and 15.52 joke-type. Student preferences ranged from 362
anecdotal to 43.12 subtle to 15.91 joke-type (pp. 44,
52) .
Finally, Mogavero asked students to rate their
teachers' performances when they use humor. Five percent
said their professor was "ready for Vegas," 13.82 said
their professor was "Holiday Inn" caliber, 61.92 said
their professor would fare well at cocktail parties, and
19.22 faLled and were said to be deserving of "raw eggs
and tomatoes" (p. 52).
Bryant, Coroisky, and Zillnaan (1979) selected one
student from each of 70 different University of
Massachusetts courses to unobtrusively tape record one
day's presentation in each course. After tape recording,
students were told the purpose of the study--to analyze
the use of humor in the college classrooms--and they then
transcribed the tapes and ranked the humor. The
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followlng categories were employed: joke, riddle, pun,
funny story, humorous cotrEoent or otheri prepared,
spontaneous or indeterminable; distracting, contrlbuting,
or neither distracting or contributing to the point;
unrelated, moderateLy rel-ated or extremely relatedt
nonsexual hostile, sexual nonhostile, sexual hostile,
nonsense or other; the student, professor or another
character as targett sel f-disparagement , student-
disparagement or other-disparagenent (pp. 11.3-114).
The study revealed the following: (a) The professors
made an attempt at huuor on the average of once every 15
minutes; (b) nale professors tended to use humor more
than feroale professors (but only 302 of the professors
studied were female); (c) male professors used rnostly
funny stories or coments, rrhile female professors
primarily relied on funny comrents; (d) tendentious (482)
and nonsense (521) humor were used in almost equal parts;
(e) ferrales used used tendentious humor more than males
(622 versus 432) t G) nales were spontaneous 627 of t}:e
time, females 832; (g) for both males and females, the
humor was considered extremely related most of the time;
(h) for ma1es, the humor neither distracted nor
contributed to the point most often, while females were
rated as contributing to the point more than distracting,
(i) both males and females used themselves as characters
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of disparagement, or others outside the cl,assroom, more
than they used the students; and (j) nale professors most
often disparaged themselves and others (not students),
while female professors most con'nonly disparaged others,
and least often, themselves (pp. 114-118).
Bryant, Comisky, Crane, and Zillman (1980) used a
sirnilar design (70 courses, 70 students) but added a new
element. After tape recording the session, eaeh student
evaluated their professor as to appeal, competence,
delivery, and teaching effectiveness before being told
the purpose of the study. They concluded:
The present findings suggest that levity in teaching
should be recomended only for male professors. It
seems that students see their nale professors who
frequently use humor as being more appealing, better
at presenting their material , and, in general, as
better teachers. 0n the other hand, it appears
doubtful in terms of present findings that
"Iightening" lectures rrith levity has much effect on
students' perceptions of their professors'
competence. (p. 517 )
The authors suggested further empirical study after
concluding: "For the most part, males who used much
humor, of whatever type, tended to receive higher
evaluations from their students (than females)" (P. 518).
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According to Bryant, Comisky, Crane, and Zillman,
the only area in which fenales appear to benefit in terms
of appeal is when they use hostile and aggressive humor,
but the authors could not offer an explanation for thls
phenomena (p. 518).
Tamborini and Zillnan, reacting to Bryant, Comisky,
and Zilhnan (1979) and Bryant, Comisky, Crane, and
Zilknan (1980), investigated the students' perceptions of
lecturers who use humor. Fifty male and 50 female
undergraduates rrere randomly assigned to one of four
treatments of an audio-taped lecture by nale or female
professors which used (a) no humor, (b) sexual hr:mor, (c)
other-disparaging hr:mor or (d) self-disparaging humor (p.
427). Students assessed the perception of the lecturer
on semantlc differential scales (p. 429). Tamborini and
Zillman concluded:
On measures of appeal , significant transverse
interactions between sex of speaker and sex of
respondent were obtained for both sexual and
sel-f- disparaging humor. Effects were in opPosite
directions, however, for these types of humor. The
use of self-disparaging humor led to higher ratings
of appeal when speaker and respondent were of the
same sex. In contrast, the use of sexual hurnor 1ed
to higher ratings of appeal when speaker and
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respondent rrere of opposlte sex. The variations in
humor had no appreciable effect on the perception of
the lecturer's intellLgence. (p. 427)
Weinberg (1974), Kaplan and Pascoe (L977), Freshley
and Gruner (1979), and Desberg, Ilenschel , Marshall, and
McGhee (1981) are studies which analyzed the use of humor
to reinforce points in college lectures.
I,leinberg studied 140 college students to determine
how anxiety and intelligence interact rrith huEor to
impact the learning process. Six classes of 20 students
each heard a taped lecture on the Rorschach test, while a
seventh class (also 20 students) had no preparation. In
two of the classes humorous examples were inserted in the
audio-taped lecture, and the examples were pertinent to
the subject matter. In trro other classes, nonhumorous
examples were given, and in the last two classes, no
examples were given. The seventh class, of course, did
not receive the lecture or the treatment.
Following the lectures, students completed a
mrltiple choice examination and rated the lecture for
interest, information, and humor. Finally, students took
intelligence and test anxiety examinations in order to be
grouped into high or 1ow anxiety, and high or 1ow
intelligence, groups.
Retention of Lecture Items Reinforced bv Humor
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t{einberg falled to discover signlficant results
supporting the use of humorous examples in all
classrooms. However, I{einberg did find support for
hunor's ability to relieve examination stress in
high-anxiety, low- lntel ligence students. The other
combinations--high-anxiety, high-intelligence or low-
anxiety, low- intelligence or low-anxiety, high-
intel ligence- -"don' t seem to be affected by humor one way
or the other" (p. 71).
Weinberg concluded: rrln the light of the present
studyrs findings, the assumption that humor ls invariably
an asset must be questionedr' (p. 71).
Kaplan and Pascoe "studied the effect of huuror and
humorous examples upon comprehension and retention of
lecture materials" (p. 61). Intact classes of 508
university students sar one of three videotaped lectures
(on Freudian personality theory, 20 minutes, black and
white) which included hunor related to the discussed
concepts, hunor unrelated to the concepts, and mixed
humor (both of the above). Students were quizzed on the
content after vi.ewing the tapes and again 5 weeks later.
Results indicated that imediate comprehension rras not
facilitated by the use of hunorous examples, but students
retested six weeks later showed "signiflcantly greater
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retention of concept hunor informationr than those
without the benefit of humorous examples (p. 54).
Kaplan and Pascoe concluded:
The present study indicates that the benefits of
hr:mor in the classroom are most clearly demonstrable
for recall of humorous examples. Attention is
probably focused on these humorous examples, which
may distract listeners from informatlon presented in
a straightfon ard manner. Therefore, general
comprehension and retention of a classroom message
is not significantly improved by the use of humor.
(pp.64-65)
Although general comprehension was not facilitated,
Kaplan and Pascoe found the following: "Upon retesting,
however, retention of concept humor material was
significantly inproved by viewing a lecture with humorous
exanples illustrating conceptsrr (p. 61).
In Freshley and Gruner's study, 156 students in nine
intact beginning speech classes roere exposed to one of
three versions of an audio-taped lecture on listening.
One version anplified the subject matter r ith humorous
material , another amplified with non-humorous material-,
and a third, the control-, contained no amplification.
Imediately after the exposure, students evaluated the
lecture on semantic differential scales and completed a
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multiple-choice examlnatlon on content. T\ro weeks later
the students were re-examined as part of the midterm
examination.
Freshley and Gruner found that their conclusions did
not correspond to Kaplan and Pascoe's. The addition of
humor was detected as humor, but it did not increase the
interestingness of the material (p. 4). At the same
time, recall of test items "was not affected by either
method of amplification" (p. 4). They concluded: "Humor
added to a lecture did not affect recall of information
from that lecture" (p. 4).
Freshley and Gruner reported, however, that the
difference between their study and Kaplan and Pascoe's
was the nature of the materiaL tested for. Freshley and
Gruner required only factual recall, while Kaplan and
Pascoe tested for humorously-exemplif ied concepts, and
recall and long-term retention of these concepts (pp.
5-6).
Freshley and Gruner admitted in concluding:
It may well be that humorously exemplifying this
higher level of the learning taxonomy is more
successful than merely anplifying those specific
items, often of a numerical nature, which successful
students have long been accustomed to picki.ng out
from a lecture as potential test items. (p. 5)
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Desberg et a1 . have completed the most recent study
on the use of humor as an aid l-n the retention of lecture
items. Subjects for this study were 100 California State
University students, and they were randomly assigned to
one of four videotaped treatments on a lecture on
language development. The four treatuents, each
containing the sane content, also contained humor related
directly to items on the post-test, humor unrelated to
post-test items, no humor, and a repetition control
condition (repetition on1y, no humor).
Desberg et al. found that "the hypothesis that
related humor, compared to unrelated hr:mor or the control
conditions, would generally facilitate learning and
memory has not been supported" (p. 3). Ihey found that
the "lecture conditions did not yield differences in
reca11 for all 20 (post-test) questions" and "subjects
did better on itrmediate test questions than on the
delayed test" (p. 3).
Still, Desberg et al . found that their findings
supported Kaplan and Pascoe's, in part. They reported:
In this study, results on joke questions showed that
the related humor lecture facilitated retention of
information significantly more than both the
unrelated humor and the non-repetition control
lectures. -Because the related hunor condition and
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the repetition control condition did not differ in
retention, it nay be assumed that these trro
conditions served the same purpose of verbally
underllning the fact to be learned. (p. 4)
They concluded:
In surmary, repetition, whether or not through the
use of humor, enhances recall . Furthermore,
subjects report finding the humorous presentation
more enjoyable. Iherefore, in cases of rote
learning, related jokes contribute by both repeating
the concept and making the learning Process more
enjoyable. (p. 4).
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
The evidence presented in the Review of Literature
in chapter 2 revealed that humor in educational materials
has been a well-discussed issue, but only limited
research has been done.
A rationale will be advanced in this chapter to
categorize and define the literature discussed in chapter
2. Chapter 3 will also explain the methodology to be
used to answer the research questions in chapter 4, the
Analysis of Data.
The evolution of the literature on humor in
educational. ventures effected the development of the
categories in chapter 2. Although the focus of this
paper is on the use of humor in adult educational
materials, specifically videotape used in training in
business and industry, it was necessary in the Review of
Literature to suumarize the findings and observations
reported in children's educational settings. Simply, the
majority of the research reviewed in chapter 2 dealt with
chil-dren because children have long been the most
accessible subjects for educational research.
Three categories of research were establlshed in
chapter 2: Practitioners' Articles, Review and
Theoretical Articles, and Reports of Ernpirical Studies.
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llithin each category, perceivable trends occur that wilL
aid in defining each category.
The Practitioners' Articles rrere a collection of
writings in which the authors, without citing empirical
evidence, either supported or refuted the use of humor in
educational materials. Ihe earLiest authors cited were
teaching professionals (Gilliland & Mauritsen, 1971;
Welker, 1977; Aho, 1979; Tamashiro, 1979; Co1we1l, 1981;
and Larson, L982), but in the last 10 years, the
predominance of this category of the literature has
involved training professionals (Andersort, 1982;
Anonymous, 1984; Anonymous, 1985; IIon, 1985t llatrazzo,
1985; and Clews, 1985).
The emerging trend, then, has led frorn humor in
public education to humor in training in business and
industry. But while all of the teaching professionals
praised the positive effects of hurnor in the classroom,
the training professionals were divided. Anderson (1982)
praised the use of humor in training fil-ms, as did
Anonymous (1984) and Anonymous (1985), but Hon (1985),
Ylatrazzo (1985), an<l Clews (1986) offered only limited
acclaim for humor and termed it risky at best. Further,
Hon, Matrazzo, and Clews argued that humorous
productions, unless highly polished and thoroughly
professional , could fail badly.
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Without directly admitting it, the authors of the
Practitionersr Articles were influenced by the
theoretical and empirical findings in the last 25 year6.
In the discussion of the Review and Theoretical Articl.es,
and the Reports of Empirical Studies, similar trends will
emerge .
Figure 1 organizes the Practitioners' Articles,
regardless of whether they relate to children or adult
issues, under one heading. The figure is designed to
provide an organizational framework for the research in
this area, and also provide an easy reference for the
readers as the research questions are ansr ered in chapter
4. Fina1ly, by looking at the progression from Gill-iland
and Mauritsen to Clerrs, the trends already discussed are
better illustrated.
The second category, Review and Theoretical-
Articles, are a collection of writings in which the
authors, based on theoretical and/or past enpirical
findings, either supported or refuted the use of humor in
educational materials. Again, several trends emerged.
Lesser (1974) and Markiewicz (1974) provided two
tracks for the research that followed. Lesser observed
children viewi-ng the "sesame Street, television program
and concluded that humor can help to maintain chlldren's
attention. Meanwhile, Markievicz reviewed the studies
of Category Aujhois (ln chronological order) Judsment
A coll-ection
of writings in
r^rhich the
authors , wlthout
citing empirical
evl-dence, madedecisions about
the use of humor
Ln educational
materials.
Gil1i1and & Mauritsen (1971)
Welker <7977)Aho (1979)
Tamashiro (L979)ColweIl (1981)
Larson (1982)
Anderson ( 1982 )
Anonymous ( 1984 )
Anonymous ( 1985 )
Hon (1985)
Ylatr azzo ( 1985 )Clews (1986)
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
0
0
+
JUDGMENT KEYr *, author(s) recommend the use of humor; -
reconmend use of humor; 0, author(s) are indecisive and
substantive concluslons.
, author(s) do notdo not make
Figure 1. Practitioners' Articles on the use of humor Ln instructional
maEerl-aIs.
{
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involving the effects of humor on persuasion and
concluded that the effects of hr:mor were generally
unpredictable.
Besides being different forms of studies (Lesser's
is theoretical , Markiewicz' is review), the studies 1ed
to investigations in two directions. Lesser's 1ed to
research in the area of hunor's effects on educational
materials, and Markiewicz led to research in the area of
humorts effects on persuas ion.
Gruner (1976), cruner (1978), and Flening and Levie
(1978) echoed Markiewicz' findings. A11 three reports
supported the contention that humor should be avoided
until more is known about humor's impact on a persuasive
message. Gruner (1976) believed that serious speakers
using.apt humor could increase their appeal with an
audience. Gruner (1978) reconsidered his 1976 report and
decided that "humor fails to increase (the)
persuasiveness of argumentative messages" (p, 202).
Gruner (1978) added: "Adding humor which is germane to
the particular message seems to add nothing to that
speech" (p. 202). Fleming and Levie supported Gruner's
(1978) contentions: "The effects of hr:mor on persuasion
are generally unpredictable" (p. 231).
Regarding humor's effects on educational materials,
Wandersee (1982), Zillman and Bryant (1983), Krogh
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humort adoption. Most recently, Hezel reviewed the
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materials.
Lesser (1984 )
Markiewlcz (1974)
Gruner (1976)
Gruner (1978)Flenlng & Levie
Rutkaus (1981)
Dodge & Ros sett
trlandersee (1982)
Zillman & Bryant
Krogh (1985)
(1978)
( 1982 )
( 1983 )
:
0
+
+
+
+
+
+
0
Powel-1 & Andresen
Itezel (1985)
( 1985 )
JUDGMENT KEY: +, author(s) reconunended the use of humor; -, author(s) do not
recornmend the use of humor; 0, author(s) are lndecisive and do not make
substantlve conclusions .
FLsure 2. Review and Theoretical- Artic1es on the uee of humor in
ilns Eiuctional materials .
!(,
76
eLthe
educa
( Schl
abun
chil
et al .
3
speech
avoide
L974).
4
design
audien
Barret
Gruner
1972) .
5
supported or refuted the use of humor in
ional materials .
following enpirical trends emerged in chapter 2:
. Humor can aid in attracting a children's
ce to an educational television program
icher, 1983; Wakshlag, Day, & Zillman, 1981).
. Straightforward, sinple humor is used in
ce in educational television programs and in
1979 t
Zillnan
of
e
Disparagement humor should be avoided in the
instructional materials, except when the
is highly structured and well-defined (Borges,
's classrooms (Bryant, IIezeI , & Zillman,
, Wil1iams, Bryant, Boynton, & Wolf, 1980;
1984).
Ilr:mor's effects on the audLence of a persuasive
is generally unpredictable, and thus, should be
(Gruner, 1967; Gruner, 1970; Lul-l-, 1940; Taylor,
, & Fox, 1980; Cantor & Zillman, 7973; Chang &
1981; Stocking & Zillman, 1976; Zillnan & Cantor,
Humor can aid in relievlng examination stress in
high tion-stress students (Adair & Siegel , 1984;
Smith, cough, Ettinger, & Nel-son, 1971).
ZLL
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6. Humor in college cormunications textbooks is
found frequently, but it lessens a textr s appeal and does
not aid in learnlng (Bryant, Gula, & Zl11man, 1980;
Bryant, Brown, Silberberg, & Elliott, 1981; and Klein,
Bryant, & Zil1man, 1982).
7. Teachers that use humor in the classroom use it
as a device to maintain attention, and not as a way to
elaborate upon a dLscussed point (Bryant, Comisky, &
ZilLnan, 1979; Bryant, Comisky, Crane, & Zil.lman, 1980;
Mcigavero, 1979t and Tanborini & Zillman, L98L).
8. Finally, humor can ald in the long-term
retention of conceptual information acting as a form of
repetition, and can also increase the appeal of the
subject matters in certain instances (Desberg, Ilenschel,
Marshall, & McGhee, 1981; Freshley & Gruner, 1979; Kaplan
& Pascc'e, L977; lleinberg, L974).
A pattern of empirical study emerges. The earliest
studies cited examined the inpact of hr:mor on persuasive
speechers, then the study of disparagement humor in the
early 1.970s became the second stage of enpirical study.
But with Kaplan and Pascoe in 1977 
' 
the interest in humor
was focused on the classroom. Between 1979 and 1981' 13
of this categoryrs 29 empirical studies rrere comPleted'
coDprising 44.87,. Virtually every content area was
resear'ched during that Period.
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l[he tlro most recent studies, Zillman et a1 . (1984)
and Adair and Siegel (1984), studied humor's effects on
children's learning, and humor's lmpact on high-
examirration stress students, respectively. Because of
the variety of issues involved, and the muLtitude of
directions chosen b), researchers, blanket conclusions are
inpossible. Ilowever, certain studies will be cited in
ansrrering the research questlons in chapter 4,
Irigure 3 depicts the empirical studies, the third
category of research used ln this study. The empirical
studies sumarized on pages 76-77 are now listed
chronologically for tro purposes. First, the chronol-ogy
a11ows closer scrutinization of the history of the
empirical trends. And second, the figure will be cited
in eh:rpter 4 as the research questions are answered.
In sumary, the categories of research defined and
defended in this chapter are Practitioners' Articles
(Figure 1), Review and Theoretical Articles (Figure 2),
and Reports of Empirical Studies (Figure 3). Each
category established has distinct characteris tics .
Practitioners' Articles are the non-empirical
obserrrations and advice of teaching and training
professionals, usually based on experience. Review and
Theoretical Articles, a more complex and respected form
of research, are often secondary sources that theorize as
DEEinition Category 3, Reports of Empirical Studies
of Category Authors (in chronoLogical order) Judgment
Studies in
which the
authors ,
usLng direct
emp lri ca 1
evidence,
made decisions
about the use
of humor ininstructlonal
rnaterials
Lu11 (1940)
Gruner (1967)
Gruner ( 1970 )Smith, Ascough, Ettinger, & Nelson (1972)
Zll1nran & Cantor (L972)
Cantor & Zillman (1973)Taylor (1974)
Itrei.nberg <1974)Stocking & Zillman (1976)
Kaplan & Pascoe (L977)
Freshley & Gruner (7979)
Mogavero (L979)Bryant, Comisky, & Zillman (L979)Bryant, Hezel, & Zlllman (1979)Bryant, Gula, & Zlllman (1980)Bryant, Comisky, Crane, & Zillman (1980)
Borges, Barrett, & Fox (1980)
Zi11man, tr{illlam, Bryant, Boynton, &llol.f ( 1980 )I'lakshlag, Day, & Zillman ( 1981)
Chang & Gruner (1981 )Bryant, Brown, Silberberg, & Elltott (1981)
Tamborini & Zillman (1981)
Desberg, Henschell, Ilarshall, & IlcGhee (1981)Klein, Bryant, & Zilknan (1982)Schleicher (1983)
ZLllman et al . (1984)
Adatr & Siegel (1984)
:
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
;
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
JUDGI,IENT KEY: *, author(s) recormended the use of humor; -, author(s) do not
recorunend the use of humor; 0, author(s) are indecisLve and do not make
substantive conclusions.
Figure 3. Reports of EmpLrical Studies on the use of humor Ln instructlonal
--..+-materaars.
!\o
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to a given purpose, based on a review of the reeearch
literatrrre and observation. Finally, empirical studies
are the most couplex and respected form of research as
they offer statistical evidence in support of the
argument being forvarded.
In the next chapter, the research questions will be
answered. The questions will be repeated at the
beginning of the chapter, then each question will be
answered in detail . The uethodology established in this
chapter wiLL be enployed in answering the research
questions.
The methodology established in this chapter, which
organized the research reviewed in chapter 2 into three
categories, will sinplify the answering of the questions
in two fashions. First, by organizing and defining the
categor:ies, the answers to the questions will be cLearer
with an understanding of the organization of the research
cited. Second, by citing the figures in this chapter in
answering the research questlons, the reader will be eble
to lociate the research cited by category, and also
unders Eand its historical placement.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The research reviewed in this study is a testament
to the lnfancy of research in the field of hurnor in
Lnstructional materials. llhlle there are nany studies in
disparate flelds, uuch of the research lacks replication.
Still , due to the diligence of some current researchers,
certaln conclusions can be made.
In this chapter, the research questions guiding this
study will be answered using the methodology established
in chapter 3. Then in chapter 5, the study will be
sumarJ-zed, conclusions will be stated and defended, and
recomrnendations for future research will be nade.
The research questions are as follows:
1., Ilow has the use of humor in instructional
material,s developed?
2, How has humor contributed to the enhancement of
learnirrg?
3. ltrhat are the factors which determine the
approp:riate use of humor ?
4. If the learning conditions indicate that humor
is appropriate, what are the acceptable humorous
contexE I ?
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5. Given acceptable humorous contexts, by what
criteria can practitioners match an appropriate context
to a given learning need?
1. How has the use of hr:mor in instructlonal
materials developed? Ilumor rflas once considered a rray to
uake learning more enjoyable. Support for that
contention can be found in Gilliland and Mauritsen
(1971), Welker (1977), Aho (1979), Colwell (1981), and
Larson (1982) from Category 1, see Figure 1; llandersee
(L982\, Krogh (1985), and Powell and Andresen (1985) fron
Category 2, see Figure 2; and Mogavero (1979) and
Schl-eicher (1983) from Category 3, see Figure 3.
But since Lesser (L974) observed that humor helps
mainta.in children's attention as they watch an
educat ional television show, and Kaplan and Pascoe (1977)
found that humorous repetition in a. videotaped college
lecture aids in long-term retention of conceptual
information, researchers have become interested in the
use of' humor to aid in the teaching Process.
Anonymous (1984) and Anonymous (1985) from Figure 1
concluded that one company's profes sionally-prepared
humorous training films not only helped to maintain
attention, but al.so taught how ne]L.]le do somethlng by
using humorous vl.gnettes. Three scriptwriters from
Figure l--I{on (1985) , Maxr azzo (1985), and Clews
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(1986)--agreed that huuor ls a rlsky treatment at best
and should be avolded in corporate vldeo programs tmless
professlonal polish ie guaranteed.
In Figure 2, the early etudies (Markiewlcz, 1974t
Gruner, 1976; Gruner, 19787 and Flening & Levie, 1978)
all anerlyzed the impact of humor in persuasive speeches.
But fron Rutkaus (1981) through llezeL (1985) In FLgure 2,
the focus was redirected toward claegroom applications.
Figure 3 also shows the same early enphasis on hrmor
in persuasive speeches (Lu11, 1940; Gruner, 1967 i Gruner,
1970) but beginnlng in 1971 (Snlth' Ascough, Ettinger, &
Neleon) the studies lnvolved classroom settlngs.
In anslrerlng the first research question directly'
then, huoor rras once considered an infornal tool that
teachers used to control and teach within the classroom.
Early empirlcal studies on the use of humor in persuasive
speeches coincided in part with the earliest
Practitioners' Articles (see Figure l).
Lesser, in 1974, seems to have been the catalyst for
the empirlcal studies that followed. Teaching
professionals, eager to test the contentions of the early
"obeerwatloniets , " designed studies in children's
claesrooms. By 1977, with Kaplan and Pascoe, the studles
moved into the college classrooms. In the 1980s'
tralning professionals (Anderson, 1982i Anonynous, 1984;
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Anonymous, 1985; IIon, 1985; ylatrdzzo, 1985; Clews, 1985)
began offerlng advice on the use of humor in corporate
instructlonal video programs .
The trend expllcated here seems to have developed in
three stages. Publlc educatlon teachers made cLalms
about hr:mor's abllitiea, and enplricists studied these
clalms. College educators made claims about humor based
on studles involvlng chlldren, and empirical studies
followed using college students. In the last five years,
training professionals have observed the findings in
college settings, and made certain conclueions. Now, if
the trend ie to continue, eEpirical studies wl1l be
designerd in the corporate settlng.
2, How has humor contributed to the enhancement of
learnirlg? Some of the authors cited in Figure 3 drew
concl-usions that will be used in answering this question.
Given the eight areas of eopirical research established
in chapter 3, only one applies directly to the
enhancement of learning.
lleinberg (L974), Kaplan and Pascoe (L977), Freshley
and Gruner (1979), and Desberg, Henschel, Marshall , and
McGhee (1981) designed studies to measure students'
retention of college lecture information of a concePtuaL
nature reinforced with huoor. I{einberg found that high-
intelligence, low-anxLety and low-intelligence'
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high-anxiety students performed better on mrltiple choice
examlnations after llstening to a humorous lecture.
Kaplarr and Pascoe found that the learning of conceptual
lnfornation in all students was luproved by hurnorous
repetl.tion in a videotaped lecture. Freshley and Gruner,
testing for factual reca1l and not conceptual recall ,
found that humorous examples did not enhance recall but
did iurprove the program's appeal. Desberg et al.
concltrded that repetltion, with or without uslng humor,
aided in the recall of information.
0n the basis of these findings 
' 
then, how has humor
contri.buted to the enhancement of learning? Indications
are that repetition, whether huoorous or not, enhances
learning (Desberg et a1.). In additlon, however,
humorous repetition was assessed more favorably than
non-huoorous repetition (see Desberg et al. and Freshley
it appears that humorous repetition, while
effect to non-humorous repetition, may have
greater appeal to a grouP of Learners, and thus, may trave
a trlore positive iEpact on learning. Ilumorous repetitlon 
'
then, has been shown to enhance learnirtg Ln some
instances.
3. What are the factors which determi4q thq
approE riate use of humor? Under what conditions shouLd
humor be used in a learning sltuation?
& Grur,er),
equiva.lent
so
in
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In Figure l, the early practitioners (Gilliland &
Maurit,sen through Larson) believed that humor could have
a posiElve impact on the social climate of the cla8sroom,
and drew these conclusions based on observatlon and
experience. But the second half of the authors in Figure
1 (Anderson through Clews) were much more heeitant in
thelr praise and would probably agree that a humorous
treatment in a corporate instructional video program can
be very poor if professional- production values are not
used.
In Figure 2, some support can be found for the
contention that humor can help to gain and maintain the
audience's attention (see Lesser, 1974l, Rutkaus, 1981;
Wandersee, 1982; and Powell & Andresen, 1985). These
findings are suspect, however, without strong enpirical
bases.
Several conclusions can be drawn from the studies in
Figure 3. Based on the eight sub-categories of empirical
studies cited in chapter 3, the following contentions
Eerit consideration. First, humor can aid in attracting
a children's audience to an educational television
prograE. Second, hunor is used in abundance in echools
and colleges, and lt often is used to gain and maintain
attention and as a form of repetition. Third,
disparagement humor, and humor in persuasive speeches or
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measagea, should be avolded. Fourth, the use of humor in
examinations can relleve stress in high examination-
stress students. And flfth, humor should be avoided in
college conmunicatlons textbooke because it decreases the
textr s appeaL and does not aid in learning.
Ifhen, then, should humor be used in a learning
situation? There is some support for humor's abillty to
motivate an audience to watch (see Schleicher, 1983, and
Wakshlag, Day, & Zillman, 1981), but it lacks replication
ln college or corporate settings.
The only contention that can be accepted here is
this: Ilumor can be used as a forn of repetition when the
long-tern recaLl of conceptual infornatlon is needed.
Support for this finding can be found Ln Kaplan and
Pascoe (1977) and later in Freshley and Gruner (1979) and
Desberg et al. (1981').
4. If the learning conditions indicate that huoor
is appropriate, what are the acceptable humoroue
contexts? As established in the response to the thlrd
question, the only accePtable learning condition for
which humor can be adopted at this tine is this: Humor
can be used as a form of repetition when the long-tern
recall of conceptual inforrnation is needed. Contexts, as
defined in chapter 1, are the environments chosen to
convey the humor. Clews (1986) reported that huoor can
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be use<l in two ways ln corporate video--as an
introductLon to the lesson, or as a vessel to convey the
lesson (p. 40). But cormon sense would lndicate that
several other posslbillties are likeIy, including
humorous repetltion within the l-esson, or as a frame for
the instruction (use it in the beginning and ending
only). To answer this question, then, it is necessary to
link the conditions to the contexts.
Brrsed on the response to the third research
question, and given the lack of empirical research in the
area of humor in corPorate instructional video programs 
'
only orre match is possible. As prevlously stated, humor
can be used as a form of repetition when the long-terrn
recall of conceptual information is needed. Given that
condit.ion, the onl-y acceptable context would be using
humor as an illustrative examPle during a corPorate
instructional video Program.
This study failed to uncover any supPort for the
notion that humor can be used to directly deliver the
instruction, introduce the instruction, or frame the
lnstruction. Until such empirical evidence exists, a
'single context and a single condition are the only
acceptable answers to the fourth research question.
5. Given acceptable huuorous contexts, bY what
criteria can practitiqqglq--trtqlctt- an te context
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to a given learning need (condltion)? In the response to
the fourth research question, a 1lnk was established
between one context and one condition. It appears that,
based on the empirical evidence discussed in chapter 2,
that humor can be used as a form of repetition when the
long-term recal-L of conceptual information is needed.
Given Ehat as the only defensible condltion, it matches
only one context--humor as an illustrative example.
Slnpl.y restated, humor should be used in corporate
instructional video programs only as a form of rePetition
or illrrrstration when the long-term recall of conceptual
infonnation is needed. Further matching of contexts and
conditions are not possible at this time due to the
inadequacy of the research.
Chapter 4 explained and answered the research
questions that have guided this study. In chapter 5, the
answers to the research questions will be used to draw
the study's conclusions and prepare recommendations for
future empirical research. In addition, chapter 5 trill
also serve as a final sutmnary of the study.
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CHAPTER 5
SIJMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study analyzed the literature on humor in
instructlonal naterials to identify prescriptions for the
use of humor in corporate instructional video programs.
In this chapter, the study will be summarized briefly,
concl-usions will be stated and defended, and avenues for
future research will be recoumended.
Surmary
The chapters in this study were designed as logical
steps toward the development of the study's conclusions,
which will be discussed in this chapter.
Chapter I introduced the study. The link was
established between college students and corporate
instructional video Program audiences. The scope of the
study, with assumptions and limitations, was expressed.
EssentizLl terms rrere defined, and finalIy, the research
questiorts directing the study were listed'
In chapter 2, the literature on the use of humor in
instruclEional naterials was revieved ' After a brief
overview of humorous theories, the literature was divided
into tto broad areas--children's studies and adults'
studies. Within each area categories were developed:
Practitioners' Articles' Review and Theoretical Articles'
and RePorts of EnPirical Studies '
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Once the literature was reviewed, a methodology for
answering the research questions was developed in chapter
3. In thls methodol-ogy, the three categories of research
were explained in detail and the authors were assigned to
those caEegories chronologically in order to demonstrate
a number of trends. Figures 1-3 were then used to
respond to the research questions in chapter 4 for two
reasons. First, the listing of the research in figures
made it ,easy for the readers to refer to the categories
established. Second, by referring to the figures,
readers can see the historical Placeuent of studies cited
and more easily understand the trends explicated in
chapter 4.
In chapter 4, the five research questlons directing
this study rrere restated, explained, and answered using
the categorles developed in the urethodology.
Conc lus ions
A great failing of much of the research reviewed in
this strrdy was its lack of eurpirical quality based on
designs carried out in the corporate setting' Despite
the lack of quality research, certain conclusions can be
drawnbasedonthecriticalassumptions.Aspreviously
stated it ls possible that today's corporete
instructional video audience could also be college
students since some adults are returning to coll-ege Eo
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continue their educatlon. And since college students
regardless of age are the focus of many of the empirical
studies cited, the findlngs in regard to college students
may be generalized to include corporate instructional
video program viewers .
0n the basis of that assumption, then, the following
conclusion can be made based on the answers to the
research questions in chapter 4. Humor should be used in
corporat€r instructional vldeo programs as a form of
repetition in order to illustrate concePtual information.
Humor was shown to be an aid in the long-term retention
of conceptual infornation by Kaplan and Pascoe (1977) and
sone additional support was found in similar studies that
followed (Desberg et al ., 1981; Freshley & Gruner, 1979)-
Recotrmendat ions
Before the study concludes, it is essential that
directiorrs for future research be established'
1.
possibilities of using humor in corporate video training
prograns.. Fortunately, all indications point to this
development. Before empirical studies were designed in
educational settings, early educators applauded the power
Empiricists designed studiesof humo:: in the classroom'
that exanined these claims '
irica I res earcher s qqE!-!9!-!C--girgg!ed
toward corporate settings in order to broaden the
Ilowever, with s ome
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exceptions, the earliest subJects were children, and not
college students. However, since the nid-1970s, college
students have been the subject of study more often than
chiLdren,, A three-stage framework can best explain this
trend. In the first stage, public educators made
unsubstantiated cLairns about the value of humor, and
empiricists followed to test these contentions. In the
second stage, college educators theorized on the basis of
evidence gathered in the first stage, and again,
etrpiricists began testing the contentions. Finally, in
the third stage, early corporate theorists (Hon, 1985;
ylaxrazzo, 1985i Hezel , 1985; C1ews, 1986) have begun to
judge humor on the basls of their experience, other
practitionersr claims, and the empirical evidence
gathered in college settings. If this stage is to follow
the other stages, the next logical step would be
empirical studies in corporate settings.
Ther question facing empiricists, however, is this:
Can studies be designed and irnplemented in corPorate
settings to establish evidence in support of or against
the claims of the training practitioners?
Two crucial problems will have to be factored into
any ernpirical studY.
First, the setcing for a corporate instructlonal
video p,rogram may or may not differ fron the setting of
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an experiment in a college classroom. In colleges,
missing a. lecture or class may not be considered
critical. But in a corporation, failure to attend a
training session, or failure to comprehend the session's
instructi,on, may lead to serious consequences. It will
be the responsibility of enpi-ricists to determine how the
two atmospheres differ.
Second, the gathering of enpirical data in
corporat:Lons may be an inpossible hurdle. Empirical
evidence involves the gathering of statistical
information in a controlled setting. Extended periods of
time may be required, and several different treatments of
the same program may have to be designed and produced.
To a corporation answerable to its stockholders, these
expenses and lost time on the job may be indefensible
(Sarenpa, 1984). To the uninformed, the costs incurred
in producing the different treatEents and conducting the
study may be too large when compared to the possible
benefits of using humor.
The empiricist eager to measure the impact humor can
have on a corporate video program must recognize these
resErictions. But these restrictions should not hinder
researclrendeavors.Iftheeupiricistunderstandsthe
flnancialnatureofcorporations,andrealizesthatthe
barriers to success will be great' then the likelihood of
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deslgning an effective empirical study in a corporate
setting i.s improved.
2. One potential avenue to overcoming resistance to
empirical. research nay be the revelation of the existing
researctr, as in this study. If corporations faced with
training issues understood the complexity and the
progression of the studies already completed, the
possible benefits in using humor, the forms of humor
available, and the likely and promising directlons in the
future of hr:mor research, it is possible that
corporations may come to welcome empirical researchers.
3. Throueh the Review of Literature which this
thesis establishes, and in view of untested suggestions
effects of humor on certain variables. The recomended
framework for this research would be to examlne how humor
effects the variables such as those in the traditional
comrunication rnodel. For example, how does humor effect
the way messages effect the receiver? llhat inpact does
humor have on the utilization of certain channels? What
are the different forms or contexts of humor that can be
adopted to instructional messages? What impact does
humor have on the source or sender of humorous messages?
The key to the future of humor research lies in
educating corporate leaders about its possible benefits'
for the utilization of humor, research is needed into the
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Before research can move forward, corporate leaders rust
understand how humor can function ln thel-r training
programs, and further, they must agree on the necessity
of eupiri.cal research to test today's largely unfounded
contentions.
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